Binding of the iminium and alkanolamine forms of sanguinarine to lysozyme: spectroscopic analysis, thermodynamics, and molecular modeling studies.
Sanguinarine (SGR) exists in charged iminium (SGRI) and neutral alkanolamine (SGRA) forms. The binding of these two forms to the protein lysozyme (Lyz) was investigated by fluorescence, UV-vis absorbance and circular dichroism spectroscopy, and in silico molecular docking approaches. Binding thermodynamics were studied by microcalorimetry. Both forms of sanguinarine quenched the intrinsic fluorescence of Lyz, but the quenching efficiencies varied on the basis of binding that was derived after correction for an inner-filter effect. The equilibrium binding constants at 25 ± 1.0 °C for the iminium and alkanolamine forms were 1.17 × 10(5) and 3.32 × 10(5) M(-1), respectively, with approximately one binding site for both forms of the protein. Conformational changes of the protein in the presence of SGR were confirmed by absorbance, circular dichroism, three-dimensional fluorescence, and synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy. Microcalorimetry data revealed that SGRI binding is endothermic and predominantly involves electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, whereas SGRA binding is exothermic and dominated by hydrogen-bonding interactions. The molecular distances (r) of 3.27 and 3.04 nm between the donor (Lyz) and the SGRI and SGRA acceptors, respectively, were calculated according to Förster's theory. These data suggested that both forms were bound near the Trp-62/63 residues of Lyz. Stronger binding of SGRA than SGRI was apparent from the results of both structural and thermodynamic experiments. Molecular docking studies revealed that the putative binding site for the SGR analogues resides at the catalytic site. The docking results are in accordance with the spectroscopic and thermodynamic data, further validating the stronger binding of SGRA over SGRI to Lyz. The binding site is situated near a deep crevice on the protein surface and is close to several crucial amino acid residues, including Asp-52, Glu-35, Trp-62, and Trp-63. This study advances our knowledge of the structural nature and thermodynamic aspects of binding between the putative anticancer alkaloid sanguinarine and lysozyme.